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(1) Ninety days after publication of 
the notice of availability for a draft en-
vironmental impact statement (DEIS). 
Draft statements shall be available to 
the public for 15 days prior to any pub-
lic hearing on the DEIS (40 CFR 
1506.6(c)(2)). 

(2) Thirty days after publication of 
the notice of availability for a final en-
vironmental impact statement (FEIS). 
If the FEIS is available to the public 
within ninety days from the avail-
ability of the DEIS, the minimum thir-
ty day period and the minimum nintey 
day period may run concurrently. How-
ever, not less than 45 days from publi-
cation of notice of filing shall be al-
lowed for public comment on draft 
statements prior to filing of the FEIS 
(40 CFR 1506.10(c)). 

§ 775.8 Scoping. 
As soon as practicable after the deci-

sion to prepare an EIS is made, an 
early and open process called 
‘‘scoping’’ shall be used to determine 
the scope of issues to be addressed and 
to identify the significant issues to be 
analyzed in depth related to the pro-
posed action (40 CFR 1501.7). This proc-
ess also serves to deemphasize insig-
nificant issues, narrowing the scope of 
the EIS process accordingly (40 CFR 
1500.4(g)). Scoping results in the identi-
fication by the proponent of the range 
of actions, alternatives, and impacts to 
be considered in the EIS (40 CFR 
1508.25). For any action, this scope may 
depend on the relationship of the pro-
posed action to other existing environ-
mental documentation. 

§ 775.9 Documentation and analysis. 
(a) Environmental documentation 

and analyses required by this rule 
should be integrated as much as prac-
ticable with any environmental stud-
ies, surveys and impact analyses re-
quired by other environmental review 
laws and executive orders (40 CFR 
1502.25). When a cost-benefit analysis 
has been prepared in conjunction with 
an action which also requires a NEPA 
analysis, the cost-benefit analysis shall 
be integrated into the environmental 
documentation. 

(b) CEQ regulations encourage the 
use of tiering whenever appropriate to 
eliminate repetitive discussions of the 

same issues and to focus on the actual 
issues ripe for discussion at each level 
of environmental review (40 CFR 
1502.20). Tiering is accomplished 
through the preparation of a broad pro-
grammatic environmental impact 
statement discussing the impacts of a 
wide ranging or long term stepped pro-
gram followed by narrower statements 
or environmental assessments concen-
trating solely on issues specific to the 
analysis subsequently prepared (40 CFR 
1508.28). 

(1) Appropriate use of tiering: Tiering 
is appropriate when it helps the lead 
agency to focus on issues which are 
ripe for decision and exclude from con-
sideration issues already decided or not 
yet ripe. (40 CFR 1508.28(b).) The se-
quence of statements or analyses is: 

(i) From a broad program, plan, or 
policy environmental impact state-
ment (not necessarily site specific) to a 
subordinate/smaller scope program, 
plan, or policy statement or analysis 
(usually site specific) (40 CFR 1508.28 
(a)). 

(ii) From an environmental impact 
statement on a specific action at an 
early stage (such as need and site selec-
tion) to a supplement (which is pre-
ferred) or a subsequent statement or 
analysis at a later stage (such as envi-
ronmental mitigation) (40 CFR 
1508.28(b)). 

(iii) In addition to the discussion re-
quired by these regulations for inclu-
sion in environmental impact state-
ments, the programmatic environ-
mental impact statement shall also 
discuss: 

(A) A description of the subsequent 
stages or sites that may ultimately be 
proposed in as much detail as presently 
possible; 

(B) All of the implementing factors 
of the program that can be ascertained 
at the time of impact statement prepa-
ration; 

(C) All of the environmental impacts 
that will result from establishment of 
the overall program itself that will be 
similar for subsequent stages or sites 
as further implementation plans are 
proposed; and 

(D) All of the appropriate mitigation 
measures that will be similarly pro-
posed for subsequent stages or sites. 
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(iv) The analytical document used for 
stage or site specific analysis subse-
quent to the programmatic environ-
mental impact statement shall also be 
an environmental impact statement 
when the subsequent tier itself may 
have a significant impact on the qual-
ity of the human environment or when 
an impact statement is otherwise re-
quired. Otherwise, it is appropriate to 
document the tiered analysis with an 
environmental assessment to fully as-
sess the need for further documenta-
tion or whether a FONSI would be ap-
propriate. 

(2) [Reserved] 

§ 775.10 Relations with state, local and 
regional agencies. 

Close and harmonious planning rela-
tions with local and regional agencies 
and planning commissions of adjacent 
cities, counties, and states, for co-
operation and resolution of mutual 
land use and environment-related prob-
lems should be established. Additional 
coordination may be obtained from 
state and area-wide planning and devel-
opment ‘‘clearinghouses’’. These are 
agencies which have been established 
pursuant to Executive Order 12372 of 
July 14, 1982 (3 CFR, 1982 Comp., p. 197). 
The clearinghouses serve a review and 
coordination function for Federal ac-
tivities and the proponent may gain in-
sights on other agencies’ approaches to 
environmental assessments, surveys, 
and studies in relation to any current 
proposal. The clearinghouses would 
also be able to assist in identifying pos-
sible participants in scoping proce-
dures for projects requiring an EIS. 

§ 775.11 Public participation. 

The importance of public participa-
tion (40 CFR 1501.4(b)) in preparing en-
vironmental assessments is clearly rec-
ognized and it is recommended that 
commands proposing an action develop 
a plan to ensure appropriate commu-
nication with affected and interested 
parties. The command Public Affairs 
Office can provide assistance with de-
veloping and implementing this plan. 
In determining the extent to which 
public participation is practicable, the 
following are among the factors to be 
weighed by the command: 

(a) The magnitude of the environ-
mental considerations associated with 
the proposed action; 

(b) The extent of anticipated public 
interest; and 

(c) Any relevant questions of na-
tional security and classification. 

§ 775.12 Delegation of authority. 
(a) The ASN (I&E) may delegate his/ 

her responsibilities under this instruc-
tion for review, approval and/or signa-
ture of EISs and RODs to appropriate 
Executive Schedule/Senior Executive 
Service civilians or flag/general offi-
cers. ASN (I&E), CNO, and CMC may 
delegate all other responsibilities as-
signed in this instruction as deemed 
appropriate. 

(b) The ASN (RD&A) delegation of 
authority for approval and signature of 
documents under NEPA is contained in 
SECNAV Instruction 5000.2 series, 
which sets out policies and procedures 
for acquisition programs. 

(c) Previously authorized delegations 
of authority are continued until re-
vised or withdrawn. 

[69 FR 8112, Feb. 23, 2004] 

PART 776—PROFESSIONAL CON-
DUCT OF ATTORNEYS PRAC-
TICING UNDER THE COG-
NIZANCE AND SUPERVISION OF 
THE JUDGE ADVOCATE GEN-
ERAL 

Subpart A—General 

Sec. 
776.1 Purpose. 
776.2 Applicability. 
776.3 Policy. 
776.4 Attorney-client relationships. 
776.5 Judicial conduct. 
776.6 Conflict. 
776.7 Reporting requirements. 
776.8 Professional Responsibility Com-

mittee. 
776.9 Rules Counsel. 
776.10 Informal ethics advice. 
776.11 Outside part-time practice of law. 
776.12 Maintenance of files. 
776.13–776.17 [Reserved] 

Subpart B—Rules of Professional Conduct 

776.18 Preamble. 
776.19 Principles. 
776.20 Competence. 
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